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ABSTRACT 

 

Title of Research paper: Shipping Economic Analysis of Enlargement for 

Containership to Maersk AE10 

 

Degree:                               MSc 

 

In the recent years, along with the rapid development of global economy and 

international trade as well as the advancement of ship building technology, the size of 

containership tends to be larger and larger. Nearly all the shipping companies are 

competing with the rivals in bring ultra large containerships into services. Large ships 

of 9,000+ TEU has and will continue to be brought into Asia-Europe and Transpacific 

services, and ultra large ships of 12,500+ TEU are also expected to be brought into 

service in the very near future. In these famous shipping companies, Maersk can be 

definitely regarded as the giant in this field, who has already owned ultra large 

containerships above 8000TEU.Therefore, it is a typical shipping line operating large 

containerships in trans-Pacific lines, which is very significant for the research in 

enlargement for containership. 

 

The thesis has tried to conduct a two-objective model by individually minimizing 

shipping costs and inventory costs for decision-making on the optimal ship size and 

sailings frequency and analyzing the shipping economies of ultra large ships, which 

will be of great assistance in Maersk AE10 (Asia-Europe)’s operation control. 

 

After having studied the current situation of enlargement for containership, including 

its development trend, main characteristics, the influence to the port, its influential 

factors and restrictions, the author brings shipping and inventory cost functions 

formulated for a multi-port calling route and give them separate analysis. Besides, the 

author derives a relationship equation for exploring trade-off between shipping costs 
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and inventory costs for using different sizes of ships 

Based on this, all feasible solutions for the two-objective model are determined, and 

the optimal ship size and sailings frequency can also be obtained, simultaneously. And 

then, a case study regarding Maersk AE10 service is made to analyze shipping 

economies for ultra large ships. Ship and port costs related to the transpacific 

container service are collected to construct cost functions and make the optimal ship 

size decision based on the formulated model. Moreover, the minimum route flows that 

realize scale economies for using ultra large ships on different routes are estimated. 

And the effects of key parameters on the decisions of using ultra large ships are 

further analyzed. 

 

For the reasons that the author has limited working experience in Maersk Line, and 

lack of many up-to-date data, this thesis must have a lot to improve, but the purpose 

of author is to explore a new methodology to economic analysis the enlargement for 

containership with what he has learned in the past two years.  

 

Keywords: Enlargement, Containership, Maersk AE10, Shipping Cost, Inventory 

Cost 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Research Background 
 

In the recent years, along with the rapid development of global economy and 

international trade as well as the advancement of ship building technology, the size of 

containership tends to be larger and larger. The development strides of containership 

size being large are great, especially after 1990. The largest ship in the world is 4,400 

TEU in 1991, 6,000 TEU in 1996, and 7,500 TEU in 2003. The 8,000 TEU ship of 

OOCL (Orient Overseas Container Line) rewrites the record in 2004. Moreover, large 

ships of 9,000+ TEU has and will continue to be brought into Asia-Europe and 

Transpacific services, like Maersk Emma; and ultra large ships of 12,500+ TEU are 

also expected to deliver in the very near future. 

 

There are some main characteristics of this large scale trend, such as the increasing 

average slots, the rising percentage of large containership, the fierce competition in 

new orders and the main emphasis focusing on three main lines: Asia-Europe, Pacific 

Ocean and Europe-America.  

 

Most people hold the opinion that the steps in the large scale trend is irresistible, 

which can be indicated by the following reasons: the need for economize the 

transportation cost, the growing up of global transaction, the containerization of 

cargoes, the catalysis from multi-national companies, the new step of liner shipping 

companies’ alliance, the development of shipbuilding technology and ship capacity.  

 

However, the tendency for containerships also has unavoidable negative restrictions, 
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such as unsatisfied port conditions, lacking of powerful cargo flow, competition from 

small and medium sized containership and the current situation that international trade 

less depends on shipping.  

 

From the view of economy, whether those large ships will provide services as well as 

expectation depend not only shipbuilding technology and port accommodation 

constraints are overcome but also those large ships must be more economic than 

existing ships used on current major routes. Although ultra large ships have the 

advantage of scale economies, that is, the average container cost decreases as ship 

size increases, it works only if cargo flow is large enough and sailings frequency is 

adequate for shippers. That is why, in reality, shipping companies always alliance with 

each other or provide their services using hub-and-spoke networks to realize scale 

economies. Besides, key factors such as shipping distance, port efficiency, and the 

number of ports of call also influence the extent of scale economies. Therefore, this 

study takes those factors into account and constructs a model to analyze the shipping 

economies of ultra large ships and determine the minimum flows that realize scale 

economies. 

 

1.2 Research Purpose and Methodology  

 

Previous studies on ship size or ultra large ships were focused largely on economies 

of ship size. These studies indicate that economies of ship size occur at sea, while 

diseconomies of ship size are suffered in port, and that the choice of optimal ship size 

involves a balancing of the cost per ton at sea and the cost per ton in port Besides, 

Cullinane and Khanna indicated that the diseconomies of ship size in port are not 

apparent and the optimal ship size tends to be large as a result of improving port 

productivity. Moreover, McLellan provided detail discussions about the effects of 

larger ships on ports. Lim discussed that ships being large would impact all shipping 

industry. And Robinson forecasted the shipping service position of ultra large ships 

based on the trend of shipping development. 
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Differing from previous studies, the study considers that ocean carriers not only aims 

at lowering their shipping costs but also enhancing their services, thereby attracting 

more shippers. The study aims to construct a two-objective model by individually 

minimizing shipping costs and inventory costs for decision-making on the optimal 

ship size and sailings frequency and analyzing the shipping economies of ultra large 

ships.  

 

The inventory costs resulted from the shipping process along the shipping route and 

ports usually are the main considerations of shippers. Inventory cost is commonly 

regarded as a major factor affecting shipping service decision in logistics literature. 

These studies usually determined the optimal shipping frequency by minimizing total 

shipping and inventory costs. Chaug-Ing constructed the model minimizing shipping 

costs and minimizing inventory costs as two separate objectives, which will be further 

studied and adapted in the thesis.  

 

In the analysis chapters, shipping and inventory cost functions are formulated for a 

multi-port calling route. Shipping costs include ocean carriers’ capital and operating 

cost, fuel cost, and port charge on serving the route, while inventory costs include 

costs due to freight waiting to be shipped in a loading port and on a ship along the 

shipping route. The third part derives a relationship equation for exploring trade-off 

between shipping costs and inventory costs for using different sizes of ships. Based on 

this, all feasible solutions for the two-objective model are determined, and the optimal 

ship size and sailings frequency can also be obtained, simultaneously. And then, a 

practical studies regarding a Asia to Europe, like Maersk AE10 container service is 

made to analyze shipping economies for ultra large ships. Ship and port costs related 

to the transpacific container service are collected to construct cost functions and make 

the optimal ship size decision based on the formulated model. Moreover, the 

minimum route flows that realize scale economies for using ultra large ships on 

different routes are estimated. And the effects of key parameters on the decisions of 

using ultra large ships are further analyzed. 
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1.3 The Logical Link and Skeleton of Thesis 
 
The whole thesis is divided into six chapters, which are closely inter-related. 
 
Chapter1 gives a brief introduction of the research background, study purpose and 

research methodology as well as the logical link of each chapter.  

 

Chapter2 is literature review, which the author intends to bring up his appreciation to 

those experts who are well-known in the research on enlargement for containership 

and briefly introduce their accomplishment to assist the thesis.  

 

Chapter3 detailed introduces the concept of enlargement of containership in every 

aspects, including development procedure, current situation for large-scale 

containership in Maersk AE10, the influential factors of enlargement for 

containerships, the strategy applied for such enlargement, and the effects brought to 

ports. 

 

The author in chapter 4 would like to set up the two-optimal subjective model for 

shipping cost function and inventory cost function respectively. After introducing the 

scale economy, the writer analysizes the shipping cost function and inventory cost 

function individually and finally obtains the final ship size decision. 

 

Chapter5 takes Maersk AE10 for example to analysize the current situation of Asia to 

Europe route and the optimal ship size regarding the cargo flow. And last, the author 

makes conclusion of the above analysis and summarizes that the scale economy of 

enlargement for containership can only be realized when the cargo flow is big enough 

and the conditions of ports of call are adequate for ultra large containerships.  

 

Chapter 6 makes a final conclusion of the thesis and brings up some new questions for 

the future research. Introduction 
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CHAPTER 2 Literature Review 
 

Quite a number of scholars and researchers have done a considerable amount of work 

on studying the large scale trend for large containerships, and I conclude their 

respective accomplishment one by one in the following: 

 

There has been considerable speculation regarding how big containerships may 

become in future. In his analysis of ships up to 15,000 TEU capacity, McLellan in his 

article Bigger vessels: How big is too big? cautioned against continued upsizing 

suggesting that the size of the biggest ships would be likely to plateau due to physical 

restrictions in ports. Yet the number of new deep-water offshore hubs that have been 

developed over recent years means larger vessels can now be accommodated. 

 

Investigation by O’Mahony’s article Opportunities for Container Ports: A Cargo 

Systems Report also suggested that most of the port technical barriers to handling 

bigger ships such as crane size, the productivity of equipment and quay strength, etc 

could be overcome.  

 

In a very detailed study named Economies of Scale in Large Containerships, 

Cullinane and Khanna. M modeled ship costs for the major east-west trades. Findings 

suggested that economies of scale are enjoyed for ship sizes of above 8,000 TEU on 

both the Europe-Far East and trans-Pacific trades, and for ship sizes of between 

5,000–6,000 TEU on the shorter trans-Atlantic trade. The study also found that 

continued improvements in port productivity would serve to increase even further 

ship size optima for all routes.  
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Based on a survey of the top-30 liner operators, Baird concluded in Container Vessels 

in the New Millennium: Implications for Seaports that containerships with a loading 

capacity of somewhere between 10,000-15,000 TEU were expected to enter service 

before 2010. Such vessels, according to the survey, would be primarily designed to 

serve “offshore” transhipment mega-hubs, avoiding many traditional liner ports. 

 

While recognizing the many constraints to handling larger ships, Wijnolst in Ships, 

Larger and Larger: Containerships of 18,000 TEU – impacts on operators and ports 

maintains that the ultimate ship size will be determined by the draught limitation of 

the Strait of Malacca. The draught limitation in question is 21 meters, from which 

Wijnolst deduced that a ship size of 18,000 TEU would become the maximum size. 

However, the motivation behind such analysis seemed to be more to do with 

strengthening the potential hub function of the port of Rotterdam, rather than the 

result of any informed economic evaluation. Indeed, taking the depth constraint of the 

Strait of Malacca as the main guide to future ship size might appear to some observers 

to be rather crude, especially from an economic perspective. 

 

In Zhen Louxian’s article Analysis on the Advantages and Disadvantages of Large 

Scale Trend for Containership, he discussed the problems relating with large scale 

trend as water depth of port, wharf equipment, stack yard, hoisting machinery 

capacity and inland transportation distribution. Container transportation is 

capital-intensive and technology-intensive business with high risk and huge 

investment; any strategic mistake will cause the big loss of the company, therefore, 

the optimal size of container should take the whole transportation system into 

account.  

 

Zhuhua’s paper The Influence of Large International Containership on the World’s 

Container Port Development pointed out that the development of container ports in 

China should adapt demands and the main emphasis is laid on the construction of 

pivotal container ports of international navigation centre, proper distribution and the 
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formation of perfect arterial network.   

 

Some previous study of Jansson and Shneerson in Liner Shipping Economy indicate 

that economies of ship size occur at sea, while diseconomies of ship size are suffered 

in port, and that the choice of optimal ship size involves a balancing of the cost per 

ton at sea and the cost per ton in port; besides, Cullinane and Khanna  indicated that 

the diseconomies of ship size in port are not apparent and the optimal ship size tends 

to be large as a result of improving port productivity in their another famous research 

Large Containerships and the Concentration of Load Centres. Moreover, Lim.S.M 

discussed that ships being large would impact all shipping industry in Economies of 

Scale in Containership. And Robinson R forecasted the shipping service position of 

ultra large ships based on the trend of shipping development in Asian hub/feeder net: 

the dynamics of restructuring.  

 

In terms of inventory costs, it is resulted from the shipping process along the shipping 

route and ports usually are the main considerations of shippers. Inventory cost is 

commonly regarded as a major factor affecting shipping service decision in logistics 

literature. Daganzo.C.F.’s Logistics System Analysis determined the optimal shipping 

frequency by minimizing total shipping and inventory costs. In maritime study, 

Jansson and Shneerson also proposed an economic model to analyze shipping service 

decision by minimizing total shipping and inventory costs. However, in reality, 

although container carriers consider inventory cost as a decision factor, the weight 

placed on inventory cost is usually not equal to that on shipping cost. Therefore, the 

model proposed in the thesis regards minimizing shipping costs and minimizing 

inventory costs as two separate objectives. 

 

Last but not the least,  in Chaug-Ing HSU’s paper Shipping Economic Analysis for 

ultra Large Containership, he brought up both shipping cost function and inventory 

cost function by analysizing them individually, which may give the decision-makers 

more room for deicide the optimal ship size for  individual shipping companies, 
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which gives great assistance to my model structure.  

 

Those scholars I mentioned above are only a part of people I shall express my 

gratitude to. Without their detailed and comprehensive researches in the related area, 

it would be next to impossible for this thesis to come out. What the paper tries to 

express and convey is largely based on the production of those respected professors. 

What I am trying to achieve is to systematically classify these useful information from 

all possible sources including books, magazines and articles from distinguished 

scholars so as to enable readers to have a better and more detailed view of this topic.  
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CHAPTER 3  

Current Situation of Enlargement for Containership 

 

3.1 The Current Situation and Trend for Large-Scale Containerships  

 

In 1955, Malcom Mclean initiated the revolution of land-sea container, which greatly 

changed the traditional transportation. Moreover, since “Gateway City” was put into 

operation in 1957, the scale of containerships also undertook rapid development. The 

author holds the opinion that the tendency for ultra large containerships is irreversible 

as the growth of global economy and innovation in ship building. 

 

Table 3-1 Enlargement Process of Containership 

 

Type    TEU 
Deadweight

（DWT） 
Length(m) Breadth(m) Draft(m) 

1st ～1 000 10 000 about150 22 8～9 

2nd 1 000～2 000 15 000～20 000 175～225 22～30 9.5～10.5 

3rd 2 000～3 000 about30 000 240～275 about32 10.5～12.5 

4th 3 000～4 000 40 000～50 000 275～295 about32 11.5～12.5 

5th 4 000～8 000 50 000～75 000 280～300 32～39 11.5～13.5 

6th 8 000～15 000 75 000～ about400 about69 14.0～14.5 

Source: Shipping Intelligence 05/2004 

 

Table 3-1 shows the enlargement process of containership from 1st generation to 6th 

generation, which generally concludes the development procedure of large 
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containerships. 

 

Table 3-2 Current Situation of World’s Containerships (01/01/2007) 

 

Size NO. TEU (TEU)   (,000) 

<500 444 138 

500-999 730 531 

1,000-1,499 589 696 

1,500-1,999 465 790 

2,000-2,499 299 684 

2,500-2,999 334 909 

3,000-3,999 307 1,047 

4,000-4,999 339 1,487 

5,000-5,999 227 1,236 

6,000-6,999 107 694 

7,000-7,999 46 338 

8,000+ 112 970 

Total  3,999 9,519 

Sour ping Insight 03/20

 

In the early 1980s, there were few container vessels over 3000TEU; however, in the 

middle that period, the carriers above 3500TEU became the main force in 

international shipping field and some of them were over 4000TEU. Some giant 

g large containerships above 5000TEU, 

ce: Drewry Ship 07 

shipping companies competed in buildin

which were gradually put into operation and turn into main stream in shipping lines.  

 

The development strides of containership size being large are great, especially after 

1990. The largest ship in the world is 4,400 TEU in 1991, 6,000 TEU in 1996, and 

7,500 TEU in2003. The 8,000 TEU ship of OOCL (Orient Overseas Container Line) 
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currently rewrites the record, and the ship is the largest ship among existing ships 

used. Moreover, large ships of 9,000+ TEU have been brought into Asia-Europe and 

Transpacific services soon in the near future, and ultra large ships of 12,500+ TEU are 

also expected to deliver in five to ten years. 
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Table 3-3 Vessel Deliveries During 01/2007 

Vessel 

name 

Shipyard TEU DWT Owner  Comments 

 

Eleonora 

Mae

Odense 

Steel 

11,000 170,794 Maersk AE7 

servrsk Line ice 

MS a Samsung 

HI 

9,200 109,600 MSC Silk 

expr

C Rom

ess 

YM 

Ultimate 

Hyun

HI 

8,204 99,500 Yang 

Ming 

AES

service 

dai 1 

MSC Xian Hyundai 

Samho 

8,204 108,900 MSC Lion 

Express 

OOC

Tok

Sams

HI 

8,063 500 GA-EU4 

serv

L 

yo 

ung 99, OOCL 

ice 

Bun

Seroja Dua 

Daew 7,943 000  ga oo 97, MISC 

Hyundai 

Colombo 

Hyundai 

HI 

6,800 85,250 HMM AEX 

service 

Palena Hyundai 

HI 

6,539 85,500 CSAV AEM 

service 

Puelche Hyundai 

HI 

6,539 85,500 CSAV AEM 

service 

Mae

Kow

Hanji

HI 

6,500 000  

Line 

AE6

service 

rsk 

loon 

n 81, Maersk  

Maersk 

Kwangyang 

Hanjin 

HI 

6,500 81,000 Maersk AE6 

servLine ice 

Source: Containerization International 03/2007 

 

From e 3-3, the g factori ved 5 orde ntainer ves the tabl ship buildin es recei rs for co sels 
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over 8000TEU in January 2007. According to these orders, the containerships all over 

the ll get to 9 TEU in the early 2007. Mor ese ultra l

containerships of 8000+TEU cover more than 35% of the world’s overall capacity.

 

On one hand, the overwhelming development of international container transportation 

positiv ulates the  most shipping enterp r ship building

orders, which leads to the rapid increase in the number of large containerships in 

recen  As the following table 3-4 illustrates: 

 

 

 

world wi million eover, th arge 

  

ely stim

t years.

 aspiration of rises fo  
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Table 3-4 Enlargement for Containerships of the World 

Time 2007 2008 2009 2010 Total  

 

Range NO. TEU 

(000) 

NO. TEU 

(000) 

NO. TEU 

(000) 

NO

. 

TEU 

(000) 

NO. TEU 

(000) 

% of 

fleet 

<500 9 6 5 1，242     14 3,454 2.5 

500- 

999 

84 68,118 56 44,999 14 12,115 8 7,040 162 132,272 24.9 

1,000- 

1,499 

79 89,246 78 93,904 30 37,127 4 5,294 191 225,571 32.4 

1,499- 

1,999 

49 84,281 41 71,183 37 64,526 3 5,180 130 225,170 28.5 

2,000- 

2,49

20 43,277 3 7,022     23 50,299 7.4 

9 

2,500- 

2,99

49 133,463 49 129,495 24 63,488   122 326,446 35.9 

9 

3,000- 

3,99

33 112,136 24 81,484 28 94,926 5 7,0 91 308,946 29.5 

9 

1 00 

4,00

4,999 

52 226,952 64 279,046 53 229,544 13 56,100 182 791,642 53.2 0- 

5,000- 

5,999 

22 114,954 29 155,522 15 79,410 6 31,500 72 381,386 30.9 

6,00

6,99

14 90,610 35 228,015 36 233,312 11 69,948 96 621,885 89.7 0- 

9 

7,000- 

7,99

5 35,996       5 35,996 10.6 

9 

8,000+ 47 417,857 45 403,910 56 523,764 12 117,386 160 1,462,917 150.

8 

Total  463 1,419,102 429 1,495,822 293 1,338,212 62 309,448 1,248 4,565,984 48.0 

Source: Containerization International 03/2007  
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O

fac

n the  hand, any port authorities inv ot of 

ilitie nd equipm t, es lishing water-depth terminals, expanding channels and 

waterways, improving conditions in transportation distribution, which increase the 

port efficiency and thereby promote the large scale trend for containerships.  

 

Regarding the Maersk AE10, which is an important route of Asia to Europe, it mainly 

calls shanghai, Hong Kong, Tangjung Pelepas, Le Harve, Antwerp and Hamburger. 

asman and Nedlloyd Barentsz. Except Maersk Dallas is 5043TEU, the 

other three ships are 5468 TEU. Besides, the cargo flow between East Asia and 

Europe has been developing rapidly these years, and therefore the author believes that 

the enlargement for containership is typical in the research. The detailed analysis will 

be brought up in chapter 5.  

 The Influential Factors of Enlargement for Containership 
 

The international container transportation is becoming more and more mature after 

the rapid development for half a century. Some relative organization made data 

analysis towards the merchant marines in Panama Canal, which indicated that 

containerships will stand the position as the first one in quantity in 2040. According to 

ese r es, th onta por ion w intain the powerful pro tion. 

eref the tre for ge scale container vessels is the inevita  and 

consequential outcome. 

 

3.2.1 The Increasing Cargo Flow of Global Economy 

 

Due to the rapid growth of international transaction, it is the economic increase 

globally in the next 3 or 5 years rather than the ship building technologies to decide 

whether the large scale container vessels can be adapted and promoted. This is to say, 

the rapid increase of cargo flow stands the most important role in deciding the 

 other

s a

 m

en

est a l money in renewing port 

tab

Now the containerships are used in the 

Nedlloyd T

route are Nedlloyd Hudson, Maersk Dallas, 

 
3.2

th

Th

esearch

ore, 

e c

nd 

iner trans

lar

tat ill ma mo

ble
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enlargement for containerships. 

 

After 2003, with the revivification of America’s economy and the recovery economic 

velo of Eur e as w  the po erful progress made by china, Korea, India 

d ot Asian c ntrie e global econo  is looking forward to another 

increasing period. Between 2006 to 2010, there will be three 10000 TEU to 

12500TEU container vessels delivered, which will promote more shipping companies 

ordering more ultra large ships for maintaining their own market shares. Besides, the 

more prosperous cargo flow can pull the rapid development of shipping market. For 

example, with the step of increasing cargo flow in Asia-Europe route, the ship size 

finite statistics of Far East Freight Conference 

EFC ere woul be a  increas in box volumes on Asia-Europe services, 

especially westbound. Based on delivery schedules, the FEFC forecasted that 53 

vessels of 6,500teu and larger will enter service on Asia-Europe trade routes this year, 

compared with 47 in 2006. They also believed that it is inevitable that some boxes 

would be left on-dock during busy periods, while overall utilization is expected to 

erage in 200  Ther we can forecast that the cu ent  size c  not 

y the demand in the near future, me am ent in the 

practice. 

 

Therefore, the blooming shipping market will definitely provide business 

opportunities for ship building industry, and thereby continue the enlargement for 

containerships.  

3.2.2 Economize the Transportation Costs 

 

It is an effective way to realize the economies of scale and decrease the cost per unit 

slot by equipping large quantity of slots and advanced container carriers. Though the 

total capital cost will increase with the quantity of slots, the cost every unit is 

obviously descended. On the condition of fully loaded, the operation cost per slot is of 

de

an

pment 

her 

op

ou

ell as

s, th

w

my

de

(F

ly tends to be larger. From the 

), th d 15% e 

av

satisf

 95% 7. efore, rr

o

ship

endm

ould

which will need s
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10

is 

00TE 00TEU 4500 nd 60 TEU n in t le 5 ther mple 

that unit cost  800 U ship is %-10 ess than at o 0TEU essel. 

The advantage of that is quite attractive for those shipping companies engaging in 

main lines operation. 

 

Table 3-5 Op  Cost r Slot ferent hip  

 

U 1000 2900 4500 6000 

U, 29

the 

, 

 of

TEU, a

0TE

00

 5

is show

% l

ab

th

. Ano

f 500

exa

 v

eration pe  for Dif  S  Size

TE

Operation 

cost/slot($) 

3.25 1.52 1.13 0.92 

 

In order to pursuing more shipping profits, the problem of economize the 

transportation cost is an emergency for shipping corporations. After comprehensive 

consideration to the salary of crew, ship maintenance, insurance, inventory, 

management, bunker and port charges, Britain Drury Shipping Consultants made 

rough calculations that the operation cost of one container is 2315 dollars for a 

4000TEUcontainership operating in Pacific Ocean line while 1449 dollars for 

12000TEUship. That is to say, the cost for 125000TEU containership can be 20% less 

than that of 4000TEU ship per container. In accordance with Germany Dynamar 

consultant’s research paper about the shipping economy in Malacca containerships, 

the operation cost of 18000 standard containers- ship can be reduced 30% compared 

with that of 4000 containers-ship and it can reserves 40 dollars per container. 

 

Though the calculation methods and results are different in each consultant companies, 

tity of cargo flow, 

e shipping company should use larger containerships in the middle and long lines. If 

the conclusion can be drown that on the condition of sufficient quan

th

we make comparison between 12000 containers-ship and 4000 containers-ship, the 

operation cost can be economized ten of dollars, even hundreds of dollars each 

voyage. This is one important driving force for enlargement in containerships. 
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3.2.3 The Containerization of Cargoes 

 

In recent years, the percentage of containerization of bulk in international main lines 

is relatively high. 1.5 ton to 2 ton bulk carriers have been knocked out of market while 

ll container vessels are quickly increased. Though the room for development of 

that the lighter, thinner and 

aller trend for commodities will decrease the elastic index of quantity, the 

stitute the position of refrigerator ships; the tank 

ontainers for liquid chemical are increasing in market share; some traditional cargoes 

ial strategy for shipping enterprises to establish good relationship with 

fu

market share on containerships is limited as well as 

sm

increasing rate of trade amount will be higher that of economy and the quantity of 

cargoes suitable for containers will not drop in the future.  

 

On the other hand, different types of containers are developing rapidly. For example, 

the refrigerator containers sub

c

such as grain, wood are transported by containers and specialized containers for cars 

have been introduced. Such factors will stimulate the rapid increase in containers 

transportation quantity and the promotion of enlargement for container vessels.  

 

3.2.4 The Accelerating Function of Multi-national Companies 

 

In modern world, the capital and producing activities are breaking through the 

national boundaries with the economic globalization. There are about 40000 

multi-national companies and 250000 branches all over the world. 40% product and 

services transactions are carried out inside the multinational companies, 35% proceed 

in different multinational corporations. That is to say, 75% transactions have close 

relations with import and export trade and multinational enterprises. In the future, the 

multinational companies will dominate the world trade, especially in containerized 

cargo trade. Because of the large intercontinental transportation quantity, 

multinational companies become the main employer for container shipping business, 

which are also the target customers for first class shipping companies. Therefore, it is 

an essent
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multinational companies.   

nt requirement for JIT (just in time) transportation to reduce the 

servation of raw material and semi-product and to increase the distribution speed. 

s are two main factors in ship building, 

hich result in the accelerating steps of enlargement for containerships.  

 reasonability of service, time allocation at each port 

ecomes more effective and the time in port is decreased. 

 

Each company in the alliance can set up cost-effective plan for liner service, which 

coul ease the nu f ship and se the stor rcentage which could 

make full use of the resource and offer c ons for enla

 

The tide wave for shipping liner alliance at the end of 20th century will continue for 

ent. There are two categories of alliance: one is unity not referring capital, 

 

In the fierce competition of international market, multinational corporations and their 

carriers have urge

re

Consequently, mobility and quick transit time

w

 

3.2.5 The New Phase of Shipping Liner Alliance 

 

In the previous period, people had many suspects towards the enlargement of ship, 

such as the decrease of voyage, sailing frequency and the number of ports of call. 

However, shipping alliances are trying to reduce the negative aspects of such trend to 

the lowest level. In recent years, the re-association of alliance in trans-Pacific lines 

fully prove that due to the

b

d decr mber o  increa age pe

onditi rgement of ship. 

developm

such as combination in starting sea route, leasing container slot and using terminals. 

The other is the unity based on capital, like merger and coalition. Though the former 

alliance is more popular, these two kinds of unity can illustrate the reasonability of 

larger vessels carrying more cargoes. Due to the usage of mutual advantages, shipping 

companies are able to overcome their own weakness as relative poor ability in 

attracting cargoes, which also accelerate the steps of enlargement of containerships.  
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3.2.6 The Development of Ship Building Techniques and Ship Capability 

 

Along with the reforming of ship building techniques and the ship capability, the 

experts holding positive opinions towards the enlargement point out that the new 

eneration ultra large(125000 slots) container can only equipped with one gas engine 

of such 

an be increased to 25-26 knot. Besides, 

hikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries has designed a 25-knot 10,000 TEU vessel 

ince the enlargement trend for containership is irreversible, most of powerful ocean 

 

g

of 110000-135000 horsepower (80000-100000 kilowatt). That is to say, such ultra 

large container vessel only needs one main engine and one screw. 

 

Recently, German MAN&W Gas Engine Company has produced the diesel engine for 

ship with 96300 horsepower (70000 kilowatts), which can drive 150000 ton 

containership with 15 knot in speed. They believe that with the advancement 

techniques, the speed of the vessel c

Is

using existing marine engines with a small and larger propeller on a single shaft. The 

ship would have a length of 346.6m, beam of 49.6m, and draught of 13.5m. Fuel 

consumption is put at around 240 tones per day. Other yards, including HDW and 

Samsung, have similar sized vessels on the drawing board. 

 

3.3 The Strategy Applied for Enlargement of Containership 

 

S

carriers take measures as compete in building ultra large containerships over 8000 

TEU.  

 

Since the first container vessel was put into operation in 1957, the tendency for ultra 

large ships has been maintained for 50 years. Therefore, the draft and width of ships 

increases relatively which are illustrated in the following table. 
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Table 3-6 The Changes in Containerships Type 

 

 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

Type 
S

ed 
uper large

tandardiz
Large, 

high 

efficiency 

Economiz

ed 
Large 

Post- 

panamax 
Large 

Ultra 

large 
S

Time 
L

1

ate 

960s 
1970s 

1970s-19

80s 
Late 1980s 

Early 

1990s 

Late 

1990s 

1997 －

2002 
Early 21 century 

Name F ax ++ eeder Handy Panamax  Panamax 
Post- 

panamax 
Post-Panamax + Post-Panam

Slot 

(TEU) 

7

1 4 400 5 400 6 670 8 700 
11 000 12 500 

00－ 

 500 

1 800－ 

2 300 

2 000－ 

2 500 

2 500－ 4 300－ 6 000－ 7 000－ 

Scale 

(TEU) 7 2 500 52 1 887 2 464 4 626 4 340 6 418 7 060 11 699 1

Length 

(M) 2 83 00 280 258.5 294 275.2 318.2 347 362 3

Width 

(M) 2 48 57.1 6 32.2 32.2 32.3 39.4 42.8 42.8 

Depth 

(M) 15.5 19.6 24.1 29.8 29 21.4 23.6 24.1 24.1 

Draft (M) 10.5 11.5 13.2 13.5 12.5 14 14.5 17 14.7 

TTL 

Tonnage 16 240 37 799 52 615 53 800 61 900 81 488 91 560 140 000 150 000 

Tire NO.          

Inside 6 7－9 8 8 8 9 9 11 9 

Deck 2 7 7 2－3 3 5 4 6 6 

Bay NO.          

Inside 7 8  9 10 11 12 14 14 17 1

Deck 9 2  12 13 13 16 17 17 19 2
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Speed 

(knot) 22.6 26 19.5 24.5 24.2 25 26.4 25 25 

Horsepow

er 

(MW) 

2 4 000*2 7 800 69 600 34 840 49 640 59 960 74 640 74 555 76 800 6

Propeller 1   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2

Company NYK K-Line Safmarine Hapaglloyld APL Maersk Maersk   

Completio

n time 1968 1973 1979 1991 1988 1996 1997   

Source: Port 01/2005 

 

3.3.1 The Change of Average Slot on Vessel 

 

From 1986 to 2000, the slot of containerships increased about 100% and in 2002, the 

average slot got to 2473TEU. 

 

Table 3-7 The Containerships of the World in 1969 and 2006 

 

Year 1969  2006  

NO. of ships  109  3705  

Slot 70,000TEU 6,920,000TEU 

Average Slot 642.2TEU/ship  3037.9TEU/ship 

Source: Containerization International 07/2006 

 

3.3.2 The Increasing Percentage of Large Containerships 

 

The main ship types in shipping now is between1000-4000TEU, besides the number 

and slot cover 56% and 62.7% respectively. However, the vessels above 4000TEU 

ain favorable opportunity for growth, which rose from 2.87% in 1995 to 18.87% in g
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2000. From table 3-8, we can safely conclude that the percentage is expected to 

able 3-8 The Percentage of Large Containerships in the World Fleets 

 

Large containerships 

(>4000TEU)） 

41.3% in 2007.  

 

T

Type 

Medium and small 

containerships 

(1000-4000TEU) 

Total 

Year NO. ,000TEU 
Percentage 

(%) 
NO. ,000TEU NO. ,000TEU

1975      355.0  

1980    617.7  649 617.7 649

1985    1 1 057.6 981 1 057.6 98

1990 21.7  84 1 616.8 38.8 5 1.3 1 2 1 290 1 6

1995 65.9 2.6 1 717 2 426.7 1 733 2 492.9 15 

2000 105 568.0 3 821.8 2 604 12.9 2 498 4 390.0 

2005  250.0 31.6 3 000 4 870.0 3 399 7 120.0 399 2

2006 2 5 020.0 503  854.0 36.2 3 090 3 593 7 874.0 

2007 611 3 600.0 41.3 5 120.0 8 720.0 3 185 3 796 

Source: Cont ion In 5/

 

he n the Slots of Largest Containerships 

Since the first specialized container vessel was burn in 1960s, the international 

ainers ve b veloping five or oluti  the capacity is beyond

5000TEU. In 1996, Regina Maersk was put into business and the containerships 

ized th nsition 500  to 700  Fur re, M k is ning

to expand its new order ships to 10000TEU, which indicates that the steps for large 

le cont arrie irres . 

ainerizat ternational 04/2003-0 2004 

3.3.3 T  Continui g Breakthrough of 

 

cont hips ha een de six rev on and  

real e tra  from 0TEU 0TEU. thermo aers  plan  

sca ainer c rs are istible
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3.3.4 The Large Containerships are Focusing on the Global Three Main Lines 

cord ith t ta, m  large containerships are put Asi rope

Pacific Ocean and Europe-America lines. Some experts hold the opinion that the 

 o EU perative to be ute ip 0 r

6000TEU, which will stand the dominate rol in the nex few years

lthough ship g comp ies are co eting in creasing eir ca city of

containerships to obtain mo  market ration, it depends whether the large

ntainers s are re econom than the existing ones, like Maersk Line’ s and

s main 

development in 2006. This particularly applied to Maersk Tankers, Maersk 

nd Maersk Oil. However, this was 

overshadowed by a very negative development within the Group’s container activities 

which made a substantial loss. The container activities’ loss was primarily a result of 

decreasing rates and increased bunker costs as well as the fact that the amount of 

transported containers did not match expectations. The latter primarily due to 

difficulties in implementing major IT-systems simultaneously with the integration of 

aersk Line, focus is

now on strengthening earnings rather than on market shares. That is to say, whether 

acity can really a

uncertainty. And such problems will be detailed analyzed in chapter 4 and 5. 

The Port 

ax greatly promotes the leading role of containerships 

arket, and thereby influences the establishment and promotion of 

container ports. 

 

 

In ac ance w he da ost of  into a-Eu , 

vessels f 3000T  are im  substit d by sh s of 50 0TEU o  

e t . 

 

A most pin an mp  in  th pa  

re  

co hip ally ic s up  

downs in 2006. Most of the Group’ business areas experienced a positive 

Contractors, Maersk Supply Service a

Royal P&O Nedlloyd. In order to re-establish profitability in M  

the powerful cap  bring up m ny profits to shipping corporations is an 

 

3.4 The Influence of Enlargement for Containership to 

 

The vigorous development of large and ultra large containerships, especially the fifth 

and sixth generation post-Panam

in shipping m
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3.4.1 The Intensive Competition of Pivot Container Por

of containerships a h offer the fixed line, fixed ports and fixed time 

ers, w table in the bus f one port 

in port of call, it has no choice but to play 

e role as feeder port or supplying port. In such case, many countries formulate the 

ves in the new market 

ompetition. 

g every effort to establish itself as “Asian operation centre”. 

Moreover, New York port invested 1.2 billion dollars to improve the infrastructure 

facilitie th new 

container port Halifax in Canada. 

 

We can expect that the competition in internat ontainer ports is much more 

inte e and the status of ex 0 years. 

Only the ports which are able to meet the requi e scale tendency can 

obtain the centre position in the future.  

 

3.4. he Acc eratin  in Bu Deep-w  Po

 

For the sake of satisfy the requirement for large scale containerships, numerous ports 

all the world are planning to setting up deep-water terminals. There are three 

measures taken recently. One is to dredge the existing channels and terminals, such as 

New rk port; another method is to move the inland port to the outport, just like 

Rotterdam; the last example is Ya shan part of Shanghai, which establishes a new 

port with good condition.  

ts 

 

Most re lines, whic

service for custom hich is relatively s iness operation. I

is not able to become the pivot port or ma

th

development plan for ports in order to obtain the initiati

c

 

In Asia, China set up the strategy in building the international shipping centre as 

container pivot port; Korea intends to build Busan as the Circum-Pacific centre port in 

21st century; Kobe is regarded by Japanese as “Asian Mother Port”; Kaohsiung in 

Taiwan is makin

s so as to gain the more favorable position in the competition wi

ional c

nsiv each port will get new ranking in the n t 5 to 1

rement for larg

2 T el g Steps ilding ater rts 

 Yo

ng
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European countries plan to build the container berths around16 meter in depth: 

Algeciras (Spain): owning 2 contai r berths of 1 meter in depth 

Le Havre (France): owning 6 container berths of 16 meter in depth and plans to build 

6 more after 2006 

Zeebrugge (Belgium): owning 3 container berths of 16 meter in depth and plans to 

build 5 more. e wat t will b 20 meter.

Antwerp (Belgium): owning 16 container berths of 16 meter in depth. 

Rotterdam (Holland): owning 3 container berths of 16.6 meter in depth with 1030 

meter water front; 5 berths of 15.9 -16.6 meter in depth with 1665 m r water front 

and 3 berths of 16 meter w  

Ham ger (Germany): owning 2 container berth f 16.7 in dep . 

 

At the same time, some Asian ports also make strategies to dredge the channels and 

set up the deep-water ports to deal with the problem of large scale containerships. 

Basing on berths over 15 meters, the port au orities 

Kaohsiung, Busan and Kobe are investing a huge sum of money in establishing new 

deep-water berths. The detailed scheme is in table 3-9.  

                                                 

Table 3-9 The Current S  Schem  of Asian Main Container Ports 

 

Port SingaporeHong Kong Kaohsiung Busan Kobe Shanghai 

ne 6 

Th er fron e 18   

ete

th

ith 1250 meter water front. 

bur s o  meter 

th in Singapore, Honk gong, 

ituation and Future e

Owning berths over 15

meter in depth 3  5 0 8 4 8

Planning to build berths

over 15 meter in depth  10 6 4 15 4 5 

Planning year 2006 2007 2006 2005 2005 2006 

Sour ww.s com.cnce: w net.  
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3.4.3 The Requirement of Future Container Deep-water Port 

he large scale trend, even ultra large scale trend for containerships will greatly 

g and 

ischarging techniques and facilities, which will bring up higher requirement for 

ies 

00 ton/ moor column) 

 

 

T

influence the planning, operation of ports and terminals as well as the loadin

d

ports: 

 

1. The entering channel can maintain the reliable navigation for ultra large ships and 

there is an area for turning around which is 23-25 meter in depth and over 750 meter 

in diameter. 

 

2. There are enough powerful berthing system and equipment and anti-strike facilit

(1

 

3. There is enough depth, land area and deep-water terminals over 22 meter; besides, 

increased mooring capability and large scale land bridge for smooth entry, loading and 

unloading. 

 

4. The port is able to offer 10000-15000 ton bunker supplying equipment.  

Ultra large land bridge should be provided with high voltage supplies and solid base 

for heavy trucks and heavy tractors. 

 

5. The port is equipped with effective and economic supplying and distribution 

systems. 

 

6. There are advanced navigation, towing and monitoring system for efficient, 

accurate and safe berthing and leaving. 
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3.5 Summary  

 

In author’s opinion, the enlargement for containership is the overwhelming trend in 

this century; however, it also brings a lot of problems, which makes the ultra large 

ontainerships diseconomy in many aspects. Because one ultra large containership, 

 on the breaking 

rough the technical problems, but also the successful cooperation with ports, lines, 

l cargo flow is the supportive factor of enlargement trend for 

ontainership, for the goal of such tendency is to go after high economic benefits and 

n the other hand, the distribution in port is also the essential factor, which calls for 

 solved, the development of large scale trend of 

ontainership will be restricted. It is not difficult to imagine that the economic profits 

c

which can be successfully opened for navigation is not only relying

th

channels, cargo supply, loading and discharging, which are the restrictive factors of 

the tendency. 

 

Firstly, powerfu

c

return.  

 

Ultra large containership brings up very high requirement of the logistics 

development in the port of call. Comparing with other developed countries, China 

faces up the bottleneck of intermodal transport development. Container transportation 

not only means the transport at sea, but also has close relation with different modes of 

transportation, such as road, rail, air and storage.  

 

O

the setting economic transport management system, reasonable net collocation, 

advanced equipment and facilities of road and rail and avoiding repeating works 

leading in low average speed of vehicles, insufficient capacity of cargo freight station 

and unsmooth allocation of container trucks. Moreover, poor cooperation of road and 

rail is another problem.  

 

If the above problems cannot be

c

of these vessels cannot be realized in the environment of no strong cargo supply 
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chain. 

 

Secondly, no suitable deep-water channel or container terminal becomes the obstacles 

r large scale trend. For example, the fifth generation containership (6800-15000 

epth of channel and the 

rminal berth can not less than 15 meter. But the number of ports with such 

ing satisfied economic benefits provided that the high 

orking efficiency as loading and discharging 300 containers/ hour for 36 hours and 

-water channel, which need big investment in terminal enlargement 

eter quay and two loading and 

ship with 8000 

l ocean carriers, but also from 

ore 

 is depending on the feeder lines. Those ultra large vessel only calls at big hinge 

es is also brought alone.  

fo

slots) has the draft for 14-15 meters, which indicates that the d

te

conditions is relative small in the world. 

 

Except the limits of depth of terminal, the mechanical equipment in the port is also the 

restrictive aspect, which directly affects the productive capabilities and efficiency. It is 

estimated that the container terminal invested for tens of thousands of dollars, even 

millions of dollars can br

w

start the voyage promptly.  

 

The most crucial condition for a port to service the container vessel with 8000 slots or 

10000 slots is deep

and facilities increasing. For instance, Anterwerp invested 1 billion in building 

Deurganck terminal(15 meter in depth, 1260 m

discharging bridges), which can offer service for ultra large container

slots ( 8 layers with 20 rows). 

 

Thirdly, the competition is not only from those powerfu

the medium and small containership operators. Because, the larger the ship, the m

it

ports and most of its containers need to be transferred, which requires that there exists 

some small or medium sized vessels to take the responsibility of transferring 

containers. Actually, the inland feeder transportation plays a very important role in 

logistics. Besides, in the situation of the increasing quantity of shipping business in 

near ocean and inland water, the requirement of feeder lin
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From the current situation, though many shipping companies are in pursuit of larger 

containerships, the demand for feeder container vessels is not taken off. In accordance 

th the statistics in the t

and for feederships will increase to 2400 at the end of 2010. 

o  can urce can t be maintained stable due to the 

f foreign tra  its emen ll as t icu c ing 

ion. Comparing with the large ones, small and medium sized 

essels have the characteristics of smaller risk, convenient adjustment and flexibility. 

o small and medium 

zed vessels for avoiding fierce competition in larger ships for many shipping 

d economic analysis and choose the most economic ship size into service to 

ain the profit maximization. And the chapter 4 will introduce the two objective 

 

 

 

wi last 10 years, the vessel below 2000 TEU s ands over 50% in 

the building works.  

 

It is expected that the dem

In addition, the carg flow  so no

imbalance o de and  requir t as we he diff lty in ontroll

each step of transportat

v

Therefore, it is not an unwise decision to move some emphasis t

si

corporations. 

 

In conclusion, the shipping companies owning ultra large containerships need to make 

detaile

g

function methods for study. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 
 Cost Function Analysis of Enlargement for Containership 

.1 The Analysis of Scale Economy for Enlargement for Containership 

 scale economy can be reflected in the cost 

ecrease per unit. Generally speaking, as the ship size increases, though the total cost 

r ship building will increase, the cost per unit is obviously decreased. Moreover, the 

peration cost as bunker, salary for crew, ship supplies and port charges will not 

 same percentage as the slot increase but decreases as the ship size 

creases. 

) Investment Cost 

eight of ultra large containership nowadays is much less than the 300,000 

n, therefore the ship building cost can be decreased apparently. On the other hand, 

4

 

The advantage of large containership in

d

fo

o

increase with the

in

 

From the view of practice, the ship of 12,000TEU can increase the profit about 70 

dollars per TEU compared with 2 vessels of 6,000TEU in Trans Pacific lines. The 

same profit difference is also in the comparison of a 12,000TEU ship for 80% 

capacity and an 8,000TEU ship for 90% capacity, provided that the cargo flow is large 

enough and the sailing frequency is adequate for shippers. 

 

1

The investment cost for ship decreases as the increase of the ship tonnage. When the 

deadweight excesses to 300,000 tons, such tendency becomes not obviously. However, 

the deadw

to

most large container vessels are intended to increase dramatically in beam. As we 

know that the length is the most influential factor in investment cost while beam does 

not have so much effect, thereby the unit cost for ultra large containership decreases 
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after the tonnage increase. 

 

In the past three years, the building cost decreased 25%-30%. Make comparison 

between the fifth generation containership and fourth generation, the cost for latter is 

about 13-1.4.7 thousand dollar while that of former is 16-16.5 thousand dollar. Take 

the account that the capacity of the fifth is 1000-2500TEU more than that of the 

fourth generation; the unit cost is great decreased for the fifth generation container 

vessel. 

 

2) Voyage Cost 

When the tonnage of containership increases, the bunker cost everyday not always 

increases by the same percentage; however, the fuel cost each unit is likely to 

decrease provided that the increase of tonnage will not cause the increasing dwelling 

me at port. From the following table, we can safely conclude that the unit voyage 

3 4 5 6 

ti

cost decreases as the ship size increases. 

 

Table 4-1 The Voyage Cost of Different Ship Size in Chinese Ports (RMB) 

 

 Unit  1 2 

Tonnage Ton  40000 50000 60000 80000 80000 100000 

Capacity TEU 2761 3764 4422 5250 8736 12154 

Pilotage RMB 20000 25000 30000 40000 40000 50000 

Berth 

leaving 

RMB 8800 11000 13200 17600 17600 22000 

Mooring RMB 213 213 213 213 213 213 

Anchorage RMB 8000 10000 12000 16000 16000 20000 

Total  RMB 37013 46213 55413 73813 73813 92213 

Unit cost RMB 13.41 12.53 12.28 11.48 10.06 8.45 

Source: China Shipping Week /2006 

 

In accordance with the through economic analysis made by Drewry for 6000TEU 
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containership and 4000 TEU containership, the unit voyage cost for 6000 TEU ultra 

large Panamax is 21% lower than that of the other type, which can be concluded as 

the following economic cost: 

30% crew cost 

rew salary stands the biggest percentage in operation cost, which does not increase 

Table 4-2 The Comparison of Fuel Cost in Different Ship Size (ton) 
 

20% fuel cost 

15% insurance cost 

25% maintenance and repairing fee  

 

The voyage cost for large containership can be economized dramatically, which 

persuades most shipping corporations to go after the enlargement for containership. 

 

3) Operation cost 

C

as tonnage increase. There is no difference in crew complement between the fourth 

generation ship and the fifth. Besides, the fuel, maintenance and materials supplies 

also do not increase as the increase of ship size. 

 

Tonnage 
Consumption 
everyday  

Loading quantity 
each year 

Fuel cost per 
unit(pound/tom) 

15 000 23 120 000 55 
30 000 41 242 000 48 
50 000 55 412 000 38 
80 000 75 663 000 31 

Source: Economics of Tramp Shipping 9/2004 
 
Moreover, according to the Drewry’s research paper, the operation cost for 9600TEU 

containership is 340 dollars less than that of 6500TEU per unit and 470 dollars less 

an that of 5600TEU ship. th
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Table 4-3 The Comparison of Operation Cost in Different Ship Size (1000 dollar) 
 

 5600  6500 8400 9600 

                     $ %

       

$ % $ % $ % 

Crew Salary 168 5.72 180 5.17 192 4.63 210 4.32

Insurance 120 4.08 140 4.02 170 4.10 200 4.11

Vessel 

Management 
36 1.23 43 1.23 50 1.21 60 1.23

Port Dues 900 30.63 1080 31.00 1305 31.45 1620 33.31

Bunker 

(at sea) 
821.4 27.95 985.68 28.29 1149.96 27.72 1314.24 27.02

Repair 180 6.13 220 6.32 260 6.27 300 6.17

Bunker 

(in port) 
17.982 0.61 19.98 0.57 21.978 0.53 23.976 0.49

Reserves 120 4.08 140 4.02 170 4.10 200 4.11

Materials 175 5.96 200 5.74 230 5.54 260 5.35

Devaluation 400 13.61 475 13.64 600 14.46 675 13.88 

Total          2938.4 100.00 34 4148.94 100.00 4863.216 100.0083.66 100.00
Source: Drew

 terms of service speed, the speed for the fourth generation is 21-23kn while the 

essels.  

 

ry 03/2006 

 

4) Service Speed 

In

fifth generation containership gets to 24-25kn, which decreases the fuel consumption 

and increases the transportation efficiency. 

 

Therefore, we can safely conclude that the scale economy of enlargement for 

containership is the basic drive for ocean carriers in the competition in building large 

container v

 
4.2 Shipping Cost Function 

According to Chaug-Ing’s research accomplishment, we can set a double objective 
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function model to detailed analyze the scale economy of large containership. First of 

all, let’s consider a multi-port route m, calling at mn ports. f denote sailing frequency 

sing ship type t. the ships are all containerships with dry cargo. Suppose the cargo 

rt to another is given. Let m
ijQ indicate cargo quantity from port i 

u

volume from one po

to port j. Then the loading and discharging volumes in port are 

∑
j

m
ijQ1 and

f ∑
j

m
jiQ1 , respectively. 

 

As regards to the shipping cost, in order to conduct research conveniently, it can be 

divided into three parts: capital& operating cost, fuel cost and port charge& fee. 

Capital& operating costs i

f

ndicate the overall expenses paid for using the ship each 

ay, involving the cost of owning the ship, crew salary, repair and maintenance, 

 

i

me in any port i is 

d

insurance, materials and supplies, etc, which increase with the ship size, operating 

time and sailing frequency.  

The shipping time per voyage includes the time at sea and dwelling time in port. 

Dwelling time includes cargo loading and discharging time spending on arrival and 

handling rate. If let R indicate the handling rate, thus the cargo loading/ discharging 

).(1 m
ji

j

m
ij

i

QQ
fR

+∑                                   (1) ti

Let iw demote the arrival and departure process time in ay port i, the time spending in 

port is )(1 m
ji

j

m
ij

i
i QQ

fR
w ++ ∑ .                                          (2) 

Therefore, the total time a ship spends on all ports per voyage is the sum of the 

dwelling time of mn ports, that is  

)(∑∑+
i j i

jiij

Rf
                                           1∑

+ mm

i
i

QQ
w  (3) 
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If nD denote the distance between any two ports and tV indicate the sailing speed for 

ship hen th pping  at sea

i

 type t. t e si time  is ∑
it

D1               

Moreover, the total time per voyage include the ti e in every 

port. That is 

m
i   

me at sea and dwelling tim

V
        (4) 

)()(∑ +
i j i

m
ji

i t

m
i

R
Q

V
D

w
                  ) 

Besides, if tS rep i apital  opera  cost, and the total capita d 

operating cost wit ailing frequency is  

1 ∑∑f
+m

ijQ
+i          (5

resent da

h f s

ly c and ting l an

)    (
m
ijQ

) ∑∑
+

+
i j i

m
ji

t

m
i

t R
Q

V
D

fS                                   

 
Fue tial in shi g cost ontain ip, which include not 

only the consumption in navigation, but also in port. When the ship is in navigation, 

the speed is norm  constant, and thus the fuel cost is proportional to the sailing 

dista weve fuel co rt fferent from that at sea, b se a s  

speed when entering or leaving a port i rious, fore i repres he fuel cost 

at sea per nautical and itB denote fuel cost in port, then the total fuel cost with f 

sailing frequency ）it
i

BFf +∑ (                                     

 

Port ies: charge on ship and stevedoring fee. 

The er is abo the fee  serving the ship, h as p age, to e and berth 

occupancy charge, etc. the latter is paid including loading and discharging fee, 

tainer yard, etc. 

 If it

(∑ +
i

iw tS              (6)

l cost plays an essen  role ppin  of c ersh

ally

nce. Ho r, st in po is di

s va

ecau

ent t

hip’s

there f tF

is m
it D               (7)

 charge can be divided into two categor

 form ut  for  suc iolt wag

equipment charge and rent of con

 

Generally speaking, the port charge of a ship depends on the gross tonnage or 

capacity of a ship and berth occupancy time. However, the pioltage, towage and 

handling cost are independent. α represent the portion of port charge of a ship that 

of berth occupancy time and is independent itβ represent the portion that is 
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 berth occupancy time. Thus the overall port charge on the ship with f proportional to

).( m
ij

i

it QQ
R

f ++∑∑∑ m
jisailing frequency is 

i ji
it

β
α                        (8) 

denote av ling fee per TEU, the stevedoring fee is 

Therefore, the sum of port charge on ship and stevedoring charge is the total port 

 iG erage hand

)

If

( jiij
i j

i QQG +∑∑                                                   (9) 

 

)(*)( m
ji

m
iji

it QQG ++∑charge
i j ii Ritf +∑∑ β

α                             (10)                

Then the Total Shipping Cost= Capital& Operating Cost+ Fuel+ Port Charge. That is 

∑∑∑ ⎥
⎤

⎢
⎡

++++++++=
i

mmtit

t

tm

i

m QQ
S

GF
V
S

DBwSfTC ))(()(
β

α  (11) 
⎦⎣j

jiij
ii

ittititit RR1   

nd average shipping cost per TEU  

mAC1 =

A

∑∑

∑ ∑∑ ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
++++⎥

⎦
⎢
⎣

++++

i j

i i j

m
jiij

ii
it

t
tititit QQ

RR
GF

V
DBwSf ))(()(α

(

 

4 tory Cost Functio

e taken into consideration, including waiting time costs in 

e loading port shipping time cost when containers ate in-transit or processed. 

does not consider the cost occurred in discharging port 

ecause it is stands only small percentage.  

 

 time cost is connected  sailing fre g 

frequency is, the lower the waiting cost is.  suppose that the arrival procedure of 

containers at each loading port is one half e cycle. If H denote the 

⎤⎡ mtittm SS β

m
ijQ

         

12) 

.3 Inven n 

 

For a normal understanding, inventory cost means the opportunity which cannot be 

used in shipping process. In this thesis, the inventory cost related with 

containershipping process ar

th and 

The reason why the author 

b

The waiting  with quency. The denser the sailin

We

of the shipping tim
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daily volume of ti r TEU, and one season approximates to 13 weeks or 91 days, 

then the tota

me pe

l waiting time is ∑∑
i j

m
ijQ

f
H

2
91                               (13)                

 

Let m
ijT represent the shipping time of containers from port i to port j. It should 

ts. Since the time spending  discharging 

asy to estimate. So time ort is ost equal to that in loading ports, 

that is  

include time in loading and discharging por  in

port is not e in p alm

)(1)( m
lkkl

k l k

m
ijk

t
k

k

m
ijk

m
ij QQ

RfV
w +++= ∑

δ
δ                   (1                 

Here =m
ijkδ 1, if th  exists ink bet  port  port j. 0 if th  is no link.                  

                                                                                     

hen the total ship g time st is equal to ( mm
ij TQH

m
m
kD

T ∑∑        4)

ere  a l ween i to  Or = ere

T pin  co )ij
i j
∑∑                 (15) 

and can be expressed as: 
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m
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t
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m
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f

H
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4.4 Ship Size Decision 

 

There is a trade-off between average shipping cost and inventory cost. If the sailing 

eque st is low and the average shipping cost is 

maining objectives.” 

fr ncy is dense, the average inventory co

high and visa versa. However, a two-objective minimizing both the shipping cost and 

inventory cost does not exist. Therefore, Cohon introduced Parto optimality “where 

no objective can be researched without simultaneously worsening at least one of the 

re

 

Let m
tr

,11 and m
tr

,21 denote the fixed components of average shipping cost and 

inventory cost; then let m
tr

,12 and m
tr

,22 indicate the marginal shipping cost and 

inventory cost for increasing one more sailing frequency. 
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alysis of the shipp

the author will make a practical shipping economic analysis towards Maersk AE10 by 

taking advantage of Maersk internal report from Shanghai Branch.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the detailed an ing cost function and inventory cost function, 
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Shipping Economic Analysis of Maersk AE10 

  

r w

urope route, which mainly calls Shanghai, 

ng Pelepas, Le Havre, Antw

inly around 5468 TEU , which will be definitely 

ear future. The author intends to demonstrate 

 

ge or ultra large ships, involving 5468 TEU ships, 

 are currently used in AE10, like Nedlloyd Tasman; 7000TEU like Gudrun 

aersk which is used in AE2, 8450TEU Maersk Santana which is used in AE6 and 

tainership Emma Maersk with 11,000 TEU. The author 

 

 

 
CHAPTER 5

  

5.1 The Analysis of Optimal Ship Size in Maersk AE10 

 

According to Chapter 4, the autho ill set Maersk AE10 as an example to analyze the 

optimal ship size and minimum sailing frequency using the two-objective functions. 

 

Hong Kong, Tanju erp and Hamburg. Now the 

Maersk AE10 is an important East Asia –E

containership serving AE10 are ma

changed to larger ships in very n

decision-making on the optimal ship size and sailing frequency and analyzing 

shipping economics for large ships. The total distance per round voyage is 21933 

nautical miles. 

Shanghai-Hong Kong: 875 nm 

Hong Kong- Tanjung Pelepas: 1459 nm 

Tanjung Pelepas- Le Havre: 8139 nm 

Le Havre- Antwerp: 241 nm 

Antwerp-Hamburg: 401 nm 

Hamburg-Shanghai: 10818 nm

 

The study considers four types of lar

which

M

the world’s existing largest con
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firstly demonstrates some tables of the basic information of each type of ship. Table 

re estimated by the container loading and 

nloading volumes of AE10 in Maersk internal information in Marketing Department. 

 

asic Informat

Type  4 

5-1 shows capacity, gross tonnage, draft, service speed, daily capital and operating 

costs, fuel cost per nautical mile, and fuel cost in port for each type of ship. Secondly, 

table 5-2 shows fixed and variable port charges, and average cargo handling fee per 

TEU for each type. Moreover, table 5-3 illustrates cargo flow between any two ports 

of call. Since the cargo flow between Le Harve and Hamburg is very small, it can be 

taken out of the consideration. Cargo flows a

u

Besides, the average gross handling rate iR and port arrival and departure times 

iw are 2000 TEU per day and 0.125 day respectively, which are estimated from related 

data of Shanghai WaiGaoqiao Port.  

Table 5-1 B ion of Each Type of Ship 

 

1 2 3 

Typical ship Nedlloyd Gudrun Maersk Maersk Santana Emma Maersk 

Tasman 

Capacity(TEU) 5,468 7,000 8,450 11,000 

GrossT .T.) 67,624 93,000 97,612 156,900 onnage(G

Draft(m) 12.7 14.5 15.0 16.0 

Service Speed, 

tV (nautical m

per day) 

600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 

iles 

Daily Capital and 

oper

tS (US$) 

25,413 27,275 28,687 32,000 

ating Cost, 

Fuel Cost per 

nautical mile, tF  

35.8 43.50 50.50 65.50 
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(US$)  

Fuel Cost in Port, 

itB (US$) 

149.20 187.60 220.80 280.90 

Source: Maersk Line, Shanghai Branch Internal Report 04-06/2006 

 

Table 5-2 Fixed and Variable Port Charges and Average Cargo Handling Fee per TEU 

for Each Type of Ship 

 

Type 1 2 3 4 

Fixed Port 

Charge, itα  

4,141 5,327 6,877 10,220 

Variable Port 

Charge, itβ  

4,202 5,155 6,245 9,021 

Average Cargo 

Handling Fee 

per TEU, iG  

62 62 62 62 

Source: Maersk Line, Shanghai Branch Internal Report 04-06/2006 
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Table 5-3 Cargo Flows between Any Two Ports (TEU) 

Origin/ 

Destination 

Shanghai Hong 

Kong 

Tanjung 

Pelepas 

Le Havre Antwerp Hamburg 

 

Shanghai - 0 0 7950 7820 8900 

Hong 0 - 

Kong 

0 10160 11320 15700 

Tanjung 

Pelepas 

0 0 - 11490 11030 16880 

Le Havre 7450 7940 7010 - 0 0 

Antwerp 7030 8330 8570 0 - 0 

Hamburg 8010 8990 8930 0 0 - 

Source: Maersk Line, Shanghai Branch Internal Report 04-06/2006 

f ship on serving 

E10 are shown in table 5-4.  

 table 5-4, it shows that the larger ships have the higher advantage of ship size 

conomies on serving AE10 route and the minimum shipping cost per TEU decreases 

s ship size increases. If the ocean carriers ignore the inventory cost and sailing 

equency constrains, they might provide services with the minimum sailing 

equency to reduce the shipping costs and obtain the advantage of ship size 

conomies. Let’s denote 11, 9, 7 and 5 for T1, T2, T3 and T4’s sailing frequency per 

ason (3 months).  

 

The results of the trade-off equation, minimum sailing frequency, minimum shipping 

cost per TEU, and maximum inventory cost per TEU for each type o

A

In

e

a

fr

fr

e

se
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Ta rade-off Equation, Minimum Sailing Frequency, Minimum Shipping Cost 

er TEU, and Maximum Inventory Cost per TEU for Each Type of Ship for AE10. 

Ship Typ Trade-off Equation Minimum 

Sailing 

Frequency 

per season

Minimum 

Shipping Cost 

(US$/TEU) 

Maximum 

Inventory 

Cost(US$/TEU)

ble 5-4 T

p

 

e 

1 ( −mAC1 153.615)( −mAC2 559.575)=19684.3 11 262.762 739.922 

2 =−− )575.5592)(43.1561( mm ACAC 36759.0 9 257.135 924.592 

3 ( =−− )575.5592)(932.1581 mm ACAC 41837.3 7 248.079 1028.882 

4 ( =−− )575.5592)(021.1651 mm ACAC 50720.7 5 242.218 1216.605 

 

Moreover, in reality, that sailing frequency for the liner service generally is weekly 

and sailing frequency less than fortnightly are commonly regarded as inadequate. The 

study determines the optimal ship size and sailing frequency that could be possibly 

chosen by ocean carrier in reality. results are shown in table 5-5. It 

sho at the t1 s to provide service 

eekly sailing frequency service. And the 

providing 3 sailing 

onth. 

 

Those practical 

ws th hip is optimal size when ocean carrier would like 

frequency equal to or higher than the w

shipping companies would choose ship type T2, if they prefer 

frequency per m
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Table 5-5 Practical Shipping Services for the AE10 Route 

 

Shipping cost Inventory cost Sailing frequency Optimal ship size 

per season 

2*3 Infeasible - - 

3*3 T2 257.135 924.592 

4*3 T1 274.750 833.334 

5*3 T1 305.033 779.585 

6*3 T1 335.317 742.083 

7*3 T1 365.601 716.011 

8*3 T1 395.885 724.893 

 

From the above analysis, we can safely conclude that the ship size of T1, which is 

used in reality, is the optimal one for meet the current requirement of cargo flow. 

When shipping company make choice for the usage of ship, it may take every 

essential factor into account, which is not only aims at lowering shipping cost, but 

also provide high quality, high sailing frequency and reliable services.  

 

5.2 Cargo Flow Effect to Maersk AE10 

 

Although the bigger ships, like 9000 TEU or 11,000TEU ships have more advantage 

 ship size economy, the smaller ships, like T1 are more competitive. However, with 

to be larger. From the statistics of Far 

of

the step of increasing cargo flow in Asia-Europe route, the ship size definitely tends 

East Freight Conference (FEFC), there would 

es on Asia-Europe services, especially westbound. 

Based on delivery schedules, the FEFC for  

r will enter service on Asia-Europe trade routes this year, compared with 47 in 

ble that some boxes would be left on-dock 

periods, whi tilizatio ected to 95% in 2

be a 15% increase in box volum

ecasted that 53 vessels of 6,500teu and

large

2006. They also believed that it is inevita

during busy le overall u n is exp average 007. 
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Therefore, we can forecast that the current s could not satisfy the deman

hich will ome amend  the practic

 

In order for easier analysis, we denote nQ as changing cargo flow, and suppose the 

share of cargo flow between two ports is constant. Then, the thesis further studies 

min shipping c r TEU, and

ma st per TEU due to changes in route flows.  

 in ade-off Equation, Minimu g Freque

per TEU, and Maximum Inventory Cost per TEU for Each 

Type of Ship for AE10 as Cargo Flow Changes 

 

Ship 

type 

m 

shipping cost 

(US$/TEU) 

M

inventory cost 

(US$/TEU) 

hip size d in 

the near future, w  need s ment in e. 

variation in the trade-off equation, the 

ximum inventory co

 

imum ost pe  the 

Table 5-6 Variations

Minimum Shipping Cost 

 the Tr m Sailin ncy, 

Trade-off equation Minimu aximum 

T1 
m m2 n

910*195.1  
262.762 800.278+

( −AC1 153.615)( AC − 559.575)=26,272+
Q

nQ

7.1  10*095

T2 
=−− )575.5592)(43.1561( mm ACAC 29,936+ n

10*360.1  
Q

9 257.135 856.839+

nQ

710*350.1  

T3 
( −− 5592)(932.1581 mm ACAC =)575. 32,596+ nQ

*483.1 910 248.079 925.218+

nQ

710*664.1  

T4 
( =)575.)(AA + nQ

910*828.1 242.218 733.079+

nQ

710*  

− 5592mC− 021.1651mC 13,394
368.2
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In ta  shows t argo flow s, the min hipping co EU 

is independent of cargo flow, and the maximum inventory cost per TEU decreases as 

cargo flow increases. It implies that the relative economies of different ship sizes do 

not change as cargo flow varies.  

 

Besides, the optimal ship size of AE10 route with respec e flow and inventory 

cost per TEU can be determined using the trade-off equation and the minimum sailing 

frequency point for each type of ship. When both the inventory cost per TEU and 

cargo flow are low, the optimal ship size is T1.However, as the increase of either 

inventory cost or cargo flow, the optimal ship size tends to be become large and 

w is an important role for 

ipping companies in ship size decision making and the ship size tends to be larger 

as cargo flow increases. 

 

5.3 Summary for Shipping Economic Analysis of Maersk AE10 

 

The case study regarding Maersk AE10 route is made to analyze shipping economies 

for ultra large ships. Feasible solutions r different types of ships and practical 

statistics solutions in reality are determin . And the optimal ship size and sailing 

frequency with respect to inventory cost a ct are shown.  From the 

result, it shows that if the weekly service is provided, the optimal ship is 5,468 TEU, 

which is the same as ship currently being used on AE10 in reality. However, it is just 

the result on th

of cargo flow between Asia and Europe, the ship tends to be larger and larger. In fact, 

Maersk line has already use large ships aersk tana a er shi  

8000TEU into usage of other routes between Asia an ope. W lso can f ast 

that port efficiency increases, the s  costs of larger ships decreases, the 

total shipping distance increas e num r of ports of call decreases or the cargo 

flow is unbalanced, the possibility of using ultra large ships tend to increase. In other 

words, though the tendency of using ultra large ships is irresistible, the optimal ship 

ble5-6, it hat as c increase imum s st per T

t to rout

changes from T1 to T2,T3 or T4. Therefore, the cargo flo

sh

fo

ed

nd cargo flow effe

e condition of current cargo flow and real situation. With the increase 
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size is not the largest ship in current situation. Shipping companies should consider all 

key factors comprehensively and make the st choice is cruc sion. 
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CHAPTER 6 Conclusion 
 

p tends to be larger and larger along with 

ent of global economy and sactio ell as the 

advancem  

 

tainerships, the 

author detailed studies the influential factors o ent, such as increasing 

cargo flow of global economy, the necessity of economize the transportation costs, the

ting fun ational companies and 

development of ship building techniques and ship capability. Besides, the au

holds t e opinio hough t of co inership g  scale 

e it still has a lot of limits fo nt, like unsatisfied port 

conditions, lacking of powerful cargo flow,  other s

companies, etc. That is to say, the realization of ultra large containership should be

based on many key factors, like shipping distance, port efficiency, number of ports of 

call and etc. Therefore, in case study of chapter 4 and 5, the auth ll the 

factors into account and constructs a model to analyze the shipping economies of ultra 

large ships and determine flows that realizes scale econom

 

In fact, the powerful shipping companies, like Maersk, not only aims at lowering 

ipping costs but also enhancing services to attract more shippers and setting up 

 

 

In the current years, the size of containershi

the rapid developm international tran

rgem

ulti-n

n as w

ent of ship building technology. 

After analyzing the current situation and trend for large-scale con

f such enla

 

containerization of cargoes, the accelera ction of m

thor 

h n that alt he enlargement 

ies, 

nta ains the

conom r its developme

competition from maller shipping 

 

or takes a

ies. 

sh

good image in shipping field. Maersk always enjoy the reputation of high reality, 

flexible and reliable service in all the corners of the world. The author constructs a 

two-objective model by individually minimizing shipping cost and inventory costs for 

decision making on the optimal ship size and sailing frequency for Maersk AE10 for 
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analyzing shipping economies of ultra large containerships, which is different from 

previous studies in the similar research filed. 

 

In the detailed analysis of Maersk AE10, shipping cost function and inventory cost 

nction are taken into account. Shipping costs include ocean carriers’ capital and 

operating cost, fuel cost, and port charge on serving the route, while inventory costs 

include costs due to freight waiting to be shipped in a loading port and on a ship along 

the shipping route. The study derives a re tionship equation for exploring trade-off 

between shipping costs and inventory costs for using different sizes of ships. Based on 

this, all feasible solutions for the two-objective model are determined, and the optimal 

ship size and sailings frequency can also be obtained, simultaneously. From the study 

result, we can safely conclude that although the ultra large ships have the advantage 

of scale econo hat the cargo 

flow is not so powerful. Just like AE10, the optimal ship size is 5,468 TEU which is 

curr d in practic ve ow bet  

Eur api ease in the next few years from experts’ forecast; the 

ship ds to be larger and larger in the near future. 

 

The research in enlargement of containership is a complicated and systematic one 

with lots of related factors. Doe to the limits of time, space and data source as well as 

lack of experience, the author has not finished for instance tity of 

time ata, average load atio and opportun  slots studies. Therefore, the 

topic still has much space for discussion and imp t.  
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